For local TV news, there’s a powerful story that cries out to be told one emerging in Arizona and in schools across the country

Your unique role in your coverage area gives you the opportunity
to report on a game-changing phenomenon and the need for it in your communities
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The Game-Changer is Emotional Intelligence Training
in Pre K-12 Schools
90% of success today
comes from EQ
rather than IQ.
--Harvard Business Review

Research on this training shows an unexpected resultHappiness can be taught!
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Students gain necessary skills to overcome stress,
conflict, self-hurt, depression, and screen and drug addiction

…Creating much better lives for themselves and a foundation for
emotionally and relationally healthier families and communities you serve
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FACT SHEET FOR REPORTERS
• Emotional intelligence consists of five basic skills
that anyone can learn and use.

• These skills that have been proven effective for 30 years.
• Today, only 10% of pre K-12 schools teach EQ skills
comprehensively. They deserve more news coverage.
• Because these schools soar academically and behaviorally.
Why only 10%? No support from 90% of parents and 95% of the
public because they don’t know this learning exists.
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Painful Stats
In Arizona
That EQ Learning
Can Help Reverse

Arizona
Schools

Dropout rate: 22%
Bullying Incidents: 19.2%
Graduation Rate: 78%
Alcohol Usage: 33.1%
Marijuana Usage: 19.5%
Prescription Drug Abuse: 15.4%
Violence: 21.1%

Arizona
Children

Depression Rate: 36.4%
Attempted Suicide Rate: 11.3%
Screen Addiction Rate: 38.9%

Arizona
Community

Domestic Violence: 11,945
Child Abuse Incidents: 47,108
Rape: 8.2%
Homeless Students: 25,454
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Emotional
Intelligence

Is the ability to deal with
yourself and others
in a healthy way!
It’s a learnable set of skills.

For 30 years educators
and child experts
have been perfecting
this curriculum.
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Educators Mostly Call EQ Training
“Social-Emotional Learning”
It helps kids:
•
•
•
•
•

Focus and learn.
Make good decisions.
Set and reach goals.
Handle conflict constructively.
Develop superb relationships.

These skills help students do better in
and out of school, now and in the future.
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In the Absence of EQ Training, These Are Familiar Reactive Behaviors
Fight / Argue / Blame

Control / Bully

Flight / Avoid / Addict

Manipulate / Lie / Cheat

Seek Approval

Fix / Enable
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EQ Training Benefits for Schools and Children
Up to 90% positive changes that prepare children
for successful, productive and caring lives and for
creating an emotionally healthier world than the one we have now.
•
•
•
•

Grades soar
Attendance climbs
Happy students love school
Mentally and emotional healthy
students go on to lead
high-achievement lives

• Violence, self-harming and
bullying dissipate
• Depression & anxiety heal
• Drug and alcohol use plummet
• Screen addiction abates
• Race and class biases decline
• Dropout rates decrease
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View Student Testimonials and the Classroom Reality

Children Talk About SocialEmotional Learning’s Impact

See a Schoolwide Approach to
Social-Emotional Learning
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Resources For Your Reporting
Arizona Schools Implementing
Social-Emotional Learning (SEL)
• Rhodes Junior High has SEL Wednesdays each week.
• Deer Valley believes social-emotional learning is the
foundation of academic achievements and campus
safety.
• Create Academy has a school theater program
supporting SEL.
• Hundreds of AZ educators are knowledgeable about
trauma-informed schools.
Training supported by Phoenix Children’s Hospital’s
Center for Family Health & Safety and Kohl’s.

Videos
• Schools Transformed by SEL
• Full Length Classroom Trainings

Data sources on Arizona schools
• Arizona includes SEL in efforts to improve school
climate. LINK
• Arizona publishes a report card on every school.
LINK
• Arizona Dept. of Education administers the
following SEL-related surveys:
•

Arizona Youth Survey

• Glendale schools employs a dedicated SEL specialist.

•

Youth Risk Behavior Survey

• Cartwright schools employs a dedicated SEL
specialist.

•

School Health Education Profiles

•

School Safety Study
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Why Your Community and Your Station
Benefit from Covering EQ Training
It reduces the pain and costs of
toxic societal ills to your community.

It sets the stage for a superior
workforce in the near future.

• Less crime, violence, addiction, conflict
• Less poverty
• Lower mental and health care costs

• Higher candidate quality
• Improved employee retention
• Greater employee engagement

• Lower remedial societal expenses
• Potentially lower taxes

• Increased employee productivity
• Greater employee innovation

Covering EQ Training opens the door to elevating local schools and
positively impacts public loyalty and viewership
Research at https://bigeqcampaign.org/schools-after-sel
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Who We Are

Our Strategy

An independent nonprofit founded by

The first mass advertising and marketing

business and education leaders in alliance

campaign seeking to educate and mobilize

with fiscal sponsor Earthways Foundation.

parents, businesses and the public to support

Our sole mission is to promote the acquisition

comprehensive emotional and social

of emotional intelligence skills and attitudes

intelligence skills training in all pre K-12

across the populace, starting with elevating

schools – public, private and charter.

the EQ and healthy relating skills of every

Because early is highly effective, we also

child from birth on. No board or team member

encourage a great expansion of early

has a financial stake in the outcome.

learning centers and home EQ learning.
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“These are life skills any
parent would want for a
child [and] I think
everyone should care
about this, not just
parents. I want this for
my community….It’s
great you are doing this.”
Daniel Goleman

Nothing would speed
local EQ learning better
than local TV News
reporting on it

Best-selling and ground-breaking author of
“Emotional Intelligence”

Prominent SEL Supporters
John Gray
Lady Gaga
Laura Bush
George Lucas
Henry Cisneros
Michelle Obama
Mayor Eric Garcetti
Governor Chris Sununu

Pepsico
Marriott
Starbucks
LA Lakers
U.S. Air Force
Panda Express
Allstate Insurance
Forbes Magazine
American Express
Harvard Business Review

Thank You
Let’s talk. Contact us at
EQuipAllKIds@gmail.com
323-380-6242
And be sure to visit
EQuipOurKids.org
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